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FROM THE CHAIR

Mid-Winter is here and what a cold winter we are having this year.  I know many of you love

the cold, but as a summer person myself I find cold enjoyable only in short bursts – very short

bursts.  Hopefully the temperatures will rise a bit before Term 3 begins.  I look forward to being

able to welcome one and all again this term.  

The 21st of July is our Enrolment Day with day one of the term on the 11th of August.  

A big thank you to everyone who took the time to write a comment for our presenters on the

evaluation sheets.  They really do appreciate the first hand evaluation.  Many of them give

many  lectures  but  rarely  get  to  see  any  feedback.   I  think  the  response  and  number  of

comments on the sheets showed just how much these presenters were appreciated last term.

Keep up the comments, they are being passed on and are very much valued.  

The term three program, enrolment form and synopsis accompany this edition.

Unfortunately, COVID uncertainty has forced a few modification to our Term 3 wish list, but life

a the moment is anything but certain and we live with that.  Fingers crossed we will have a

mask free term ahead.

Bronwen Usher

Chair
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“Wise men talk because they have something to say.

Fools talk because they have to say something.”

Plato
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Our best wishes go to Carl Altmann - 

We hope you are well on the track to recovery now Carl. 
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ENROLMENT DAY

Term 3 – Enrolment Day

is on

Wednesday the 21st of July

at the

Rockingham Central Library

at

10:00 – 11:30

���

“The only reason some people get lost in thought

is because it’s unfamiliar territory.”

Paul Fix

���

Oops.  I forgot ! ! !

We still some name tags to come back to us.

  If one of them is yours please return it to us as soon as possible.  

 We’ll be at the library on the following Wednesdays :

 21st of July, 11th, 18th and 25th of August and the  1st and 8th of September

 if you just want to drop it in.

Thanks  !
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“A great many people think they are thinking

when they are merely rearranging their prejudices.”
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TERM THREE

With the start or Term 3 only four weeks away, you are no doubt eager to find out what is on

offer.   To  this  end  you  will  find  accompanying  this  newsletter  the  course  synopses  and

enrolment form.

Fear not for those of you who hoped Meera (Philosophy) would be with us this term, she will

be back with us in Term 4.  Dr Chris Meredith (Science) will join her too as will Alexey Muraviev

(World Affairs).

Watch this space!

We’ll have to wait until next year though for Sebastian and Jamie Van Jones to present their

Geology and Environment Series.

And now for something completely different -

It is proposed that MALA Rockingham runs a Facilitated Modellers workshop in the near future.

NOTE: No previous experience required, everyone is welcome.



 

AIM

The aim of the course is to introduce a whole new hobby to anyone who is looking

to improve their skills while creating a collection of historic models.

LOCATION

It  will  be conducted at the Autumn Centre using the large worktables.   Two TV

screens will be running short Military documentaries throughout the session as a

background to the hive of hobbyist activity.

FACILITATOR

The facilitator, David Abela, will present a guide to kit building, followed by tending

to each student on a one on one basis whilst bending to the needs of the group.  In

other words, the sessions will be fluid, Ad hoc with no fixed format.

MODEL CHOICE

Students  will  purchase  their  own  choice  of  plastic  Kit  or  Kits  and  some

consumables.  An effort will be made to provide and share some tools.  Kits may be

different scales and include Aircraft, Armoured Vehicles or Naval Ships.

COURSE DURATION

It is envisaged sessions will run for 3 hours and for four weeks.  If logistics/time

allow, Spraypainting (Airbrushing) will be included.

COST

Cost will be $15 per 3 hour session.

Please direct enquiries to David Abela on 0400 758 701 or email:  sailor58@yahoo.com
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WRITERS CORNER

We have a welcome splash of colour spilling from our Writers Corner to help cheer us through

the mid-winter blues.

 

A bright start from Esther  -   

My Colours

My favourite colours, are mostly, green, blue, jade and watermelon pink.

My sister Maureen once explained to me that it had been noted that if your hair is

red, your mother will dress you, when you are young, in the appropriate colours of

brown, green etc, the colours that would suit you.  This pattern will influence you in

later daily life in the favouritism of the colour you choice for clothing etc. 

Green, jade, blue and watermelon pink are definitely my favourite colours.  When I

am sewing, especially a quilt, I  do not choose the colours of brown, orange and

certain reds.  I refuse to combine them in a quilt, and will not sew them together in

a pattern.  I do notice that friends who obviously had red hair and used brown as

children, still use these as their preferred colours.  I guess when I was a child I was

attracted to choose these bright colours.   

Even when one is elderly and has a good hairdresser, we still go back to the original

colours that we were persuaded to dress in as a child that obviously suited our hair

colouring, even if having lovely brown hair  is now just a memory.

�

Marie Claire uses words to delicately paint this fleeting memory of childhood -

The Broken Doll

Through an open window, I can hear frogs singing their croaky songs, by the silver

light of the moon.  A frangipani tree, with white-apricot flowers, diffuses a sweet

fragrance in the air. In black- darkness I close my eyes, ready to be transported to

the land of snooze, as soft gentle clouds of icy pink sort of hues are starting to swirl

in my mind, as I fall into a deep sleep and start dreaming.

I’m dreaming of a rose, red petals scattered on pure white snow, like droplets of

frozen tears. Bare feet I’m retracing, little child footsteps left, long ago on a blanket

of icy cold snow. Then, the view disappears in a kind of misty, greyish fog, as a cold

blue icy breeze makes me shiver…



 

In my dream an old woman with pink flowers in her hair suddenly appears, I’m

watching her trying to repair a broken doll.  She’s fixing, lovingly the doll golden

head then, she applies colours to faded green eyes, finishing her task by, delicately

painting a smile of soft berry-kiss, on the doll lips.

In a misty fog, a little girl carrying a tiny suitcase, stands alone, waiting… Inside the

case, she had put papers and pencils with a small, tiny bouquet of dry forget-me-

not, flowers.

And then a loud noise in the street wakes me-up! I try to hold onto the dream, but

unfortunately, the dream had melted away into the early morning of a new day. In

my warm, cosy bed, still  half-asleep I’m watching through an open window, the

pale soft, yellow sunlight, caressing a tiny bouquet of forget-me-not flowers. I get

up, sit at my desk, a pencil in my hand, staring at a blank piece of paper…    and

then, start to write… about forgiveness.

�

Solace from the colours of simple garden flowers 

The day was dull, as was my mood.  Grey rimmed clouds were slowly yielding to the

brightness of the early morning sun as coffee in hand I took myself into my garden

to try and shake off the daunting reality of my new situation.    I trod each stepping

stone  deliberately  reminding  myself  that  one  step  at  a  time  is  the  way  to  go

forward.  The Geraldton Wax, so simple in form offers its pale pink palate to soothe

me.  The bee-busy pure white blooms of the wedding bush whisper all will be well.

The pendulous red bottle brush seem somehow heavier than usual and the chirpy

blue Westringia, entwined with the budding yellow snake vine somehow fail to lift

my purple haze.  Through the productively green veggie filled patch I wander until I

find myself, cup now empty, in the further most corner of the garden.     

Here, tucked behind the compost an unseen artist has been at work.   Colours have

been splattered, splashed and trickled over the outspread petals of the patch of

nasturtiums,  randomly  drying  and  painting  each  flower  with  its  own  brilliantly

unique hues.   Crimson,  blood red,  rust,  earthy ochres  of  orange,  dazzling  gold,

sulphur and flashes of cadmium meld and flood the bed in a kaleidoscope of colour.

Black and maroon had trickled down into the centres bringing contrast and form to

each and every bloom.  Tucked as they are between their verdant leaves they flash

with light and joy.   

I pick a bunch and place them in a vase.  They light up my room, they please my eye

and make my heart a little lighter. 
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THAT'S ALL FOLKS

Our language is full of colour, we use it everyday often without noticing. So finally,

just a thought about the current situation - in colour of course!

We all love colour, it lights our world with warmth and delight.  It is such an intrinsic

part of our life our language abounds in it too.   Right now with Covid active feeling

off colour is a cause to worry.  We need to stay in the pink. We are all no doubt

getting browned off with lockdowns and red tape the restrictions bring.  

It will be a red letter day when we as a nation are COVID safe enough to travel this

land freely again. The great white hope of this red letter day arriving before the

next blue moon is the vaccine.  The silver lining for us is that we life in WA and have

many not so lucky green with envy at our freedoms.

We may be green fingered or have green fingered friends overcoming the lockdown

blues with the colour of their gardens.  Others delve into activities that keep the

grey cells alive while other turn to the silver screen for solace.  Whatever you do it

is a golden opportunity when we all show our true colours.  

We can’t do without colour in our world, but we could well do without COVID.

Enjoy our freedom to enjoy Term Three

Bronwen Usher

Editor
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“Forgive me my nonsense as I also forgive the nonsense of those who think they

talk sense.”

Robert Frost
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